
 Winds of Change

Clouds surround Pumlumon;
 Clouds of secrecy,

Raising its rocky summit
Into a damp obscurity.

The summit cairn weeps 
For the loss of clarity

And the mountain waits 
 Calm, quiet and patiently
For the arrival - of the sun.

The thin mist blows slow and silent from the wild and windswept height of a summit 
surrounded by distant prominent piles of stone; ancient Bronze Age cairns, guarding 
the sources of the Severn and Wye which flow south eastward to England from 
Pumlumon. The parting cloud permitting glimpses of distant upland vistas to Cader 
Idris and Aran Fawddwy.  Below, the Rheidol follows a shorter journey from its 
source, going west, flowing through a once ravaged and contaminated landscape. 
Now quietly descending into the Hengwm valley whose tranquillity provides refuge 
against modern life and machines. The secluded stillness broken only by the garrulous 
flow of the stream which itself will be silenced by the dark peat stained depths of 
Nant y Moch reservoir, beneath which lies a farm and chapel, consumed by the hydro-
electric required water. Mewing cries of a circling buzzard and the sight of the forked 
tailed kite traversing the hillsides add to the solitude of the surrounding green slopes 
under a scudding cloud sky.

 The ruins of Pantau'r Brwyn and Nant y Llyn give testament to a populated past 
where remote isolated husbandry shared the surroundings with the toil of industry and 
the subterranean quest for lead, zinc and silver. The stone spoil heaps, gaping adits 
and fenced off shafts of deserted mining enterprise now offer secure and sheltered 
residence  for lichen, mosses and liverworts whilst ring ouzels explore the hillsides. 
heather, bilberry and heath rush stain the slopes with colour; subtle green shade 
changes in vegetation indicating faint fragmentary lines of ancient past settlements. 
meadow pipits and skylarks fill the air with ethereal sound, whilst dippers dart 
upstream pausing briefly on damp russet grassed river banks peppered with 
insectivorous butterwort. Sheep quietly graze the horizontal striations on the side of 
Drosgol and Banc Lluestnewydd, gazing vacantly at the curved crags of Craig yr 
Eglwys, which can provide perches for passing peregrine falcon. Solitary stones mark 
the site of Owain Glyndŵr’s Hyddgen battle of 1401 and regimented rows of 
immigrant conifers afford shelter and concealment for hunting harriers, whilst a 
cronking raven barrel rolls its way through the valley towards Bugeilyn and distant 
Dylife.

This now quiet land has survived the ravages of post neolithic forest clearances and 
blanket bog peat harvesting and its associated natural drainage intervention. The scars 
of mineral exploitation on an industrial scale have almost totally healed and the 
aquatic incursions of damned waters and associated depopulation have become an 
accepted addition to the scenic attraction of the undulating gentle green wilderness. 
The slow winding road navigating the hillsides from Ponterwyd to Talybont grants 



opportunity for the less ambient and adventurous to sample the scenic delight of this 
splendid solitude. The journey providing picturesque contrasts of the steep sided 
ravine valley of the Rheidol as it flows towards Llyn Dinas, to passing through 
occupied isolated farmsteads, up towards the hill-bounded, wide expanse of still, dark 
reservoir water. On through the shadowy confines of conifer before climbing to the 
recognisable remains of old mines and their associated barely discernible workplaces 
at Esgair Hir, to finally and spectacularly descend down the Cwm Ceulan valley. 
There is opportunity for contemplative angling on the many small lakes and their out-
flowing streams. These lonely indigo lagoons and associated rivulets becoming 
cherished riparian relics of the areas’ exploitative industrial past. This countryside 
calm is annually and acceptably punctuated by strident choruses of bleating sheep and 
the loud calling of hardy shepherds distantly directing barking dogs along the 
hillsides, moving the flocks for shearing and market led gathering. The agitated flocks 
converging and congregating at abandoned barns and their adjacent folds; to breathe 
temporary new life to long redundant farmsteads at Hyddgen and Nant y Baracs. The 
shorn and sorted sheep to be released once more to their lonely bleating and browsing. 
The rural ritual part of the seasonal cycle of upland Wales.

Landscapes are dynamic and changing. They are full of stories from the past and 
shape the perception of those who live within them; they aesthetically affect those 
who visit them. Their intrinsic beauty changes with the seasons and the passage of 
time. They enable us to relax and re-energise and understand that the natural 
environment is a life support system for mankind.
   
Yet the land cannot rest. The introduction of vertiginous turbines of immense 
proportion to harvest the prevailing Westerly winds will despoil the serenity of Cefn 
yr Esgair, Llechwedd Mawr and Bryn Moel.  The relatively recently improved roads 
will be redesigned and reconstructed to accommodate the importation of more than a 
hundred cylindrical eyesores Their required service access infrastructure will replicate 
the  ravages of the past and disrupt the blanket bogs, bilberry and heather. The quiet 
valleys will be surrounded by machine monuments to landscape disrespect. The ever 
adaptive hill fox and secretive stoat will continue to forage and hunt oblivious to their 
intrusive attendance but their noisy, rotating presence will disturb wheatear and 
dunlin; confuse hunting merlin and migrating dotterel, all of which could become 
departing casualties of their erratic, sonorous, windmill presence..

Renewable energy sources are an immediate and future essential, vital to the totality 
of our planetary survival but the zealot, frenetic, widespread construction of wind 
technology is inappropriate for the little that remains of Wales’ last wild spaces. 
Availability and exposure to solitude and wildness inspires, instils harmony, awe and 
wonder, and is crucial to personal and spiritual wellbeing. It is a priceless 
irreplaceable resource which must be protected before our gentle green desert is 
entirely lost for ever.
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